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METHOD OF EMBEDDING MAP FEATURE
DATA INTO A RASTER GRAPHICS FILE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates generally to a system and method for transmitting digital

maps and geospatial data to portable devices. More particularly, this invention relates to a

method for embedding map feature data into pre-rendered geospatial map graphic files.

Related Art

[0002] Personal navigation devices have traditionally relied on combining internally stored

digital maps with positioning data from GPS or other data streams. Internal storage of digital

maps, however, is not always practical, efficient, or desirable. Mobile devices such as

phones have begun implementing software to act as navigation devices. Storage of complete

digital map files for a given region is not always desirable on such devices due to limitations

in storage and processing. In addition, storage on local devices can result in a lack of current

information such as traffic or construction. The increased access to the internet has generated

the possibility of streaming digital map data to personal computers, mobile phones, and even

in-vehicle navigation systems.

[0003] In order to serve the geospatial map data efficiently over the internet, the map data

is commonly pre-rendered into raster graphic files. These raster graphic files are used to

define an image by way of a matrix of pixel values, each of the pixel values representing the

color of a pixel in the image. By limiting the map data to pre-rendered raster graphic files,

the existing system is capable of serving these images over the internet to portable devices

fast enough for a relatively smooth end user experience. A drawback of this existing system,

however, is that the pre-rendered raster graphic file pixels contain no additional useful

information above the map image.

[0004] When serving geospatial map data over the internet, the map data may be accessed

by a wide variety of devices and by a wide variety of users. When utilizing pre-rendered

raster graphics files, the raster image commonly appears on the client's device exactly as it

was pre-rendered. This fails to allow for customized map styles to address the relative

display size of given devices, to support low-light viewing, to adjust for individual

preference, or for custom styles wherein a company may desire colors and fonts that match



their corporate brand.. In addition, the raster graphics file contains no useful map data that

could be utilized to identify a road on the image. This lack of element identification results in

the inability to snap a device's location to the road which in turn makes turn-by-turn

navigation difficult to implement. Another drawback is that the pre-rendered raster files have

been rendered only at particular, incremental zoom levels, and sometimes it is desirable to

display intermediate zoom levels or to continuously zoom in and out of the map.

[0005] Existing systems have approached this dilemma by sending vector data over the

internet rather than raster data. This often results in the end image needing to be rendered by

the client device. Mobile devices are, unfortunately, often underpowered in rasterizing.

Another approach has been to store vector data locally on the device. This requires higher

storage capabilities of devices. In addition, when improvements are made to the vector data,

they must be updated on a host of individual devices. By serving the data from a central

internet server, instantaneous updates can be made available to all clients. Therefore, a

methodology that incorporated the benefits of internet streaming while limiting device

processing/rendering and limiting device storage requirements would be highly beneficial.

[0006] It has been known that it is possible to embed color profiles within the raster image

data so that the information can be used in color matching modules. It has also been known

that pixel shading can be utilized to embed information utilizing graphics acceleration

hardware. The use of digital watermarking on photographs has been utilized to embed a host

of information. The present invention contemplates utilizing such technology to address the

issues facing internet delivery of map data.

[0007] It is an object of the present invention to provide a method of embedding non-visual

data within the pixels of a pre-rendered map image file to allow for visual and non-visual data

to be transmitted simultaneously.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION AND ADVANTAGES

[0008] These and other objects and advantages are achieved according to one aspect

of the invention by a method for providing map data comprised of providing geospatial map

data pre-rendered into a plurality of raster graphic files, where each of the raster graphic files

comprises a plurality of image pixels each having pixel data information. Additional map

data is embedded into at least one of the raster graphic files by altering the pixel data

information. The additional map data is then delivered simultaneously with the raster

graphics files.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] These and other features and advantages of the present invention will become more

readily appreciated when considered in connection with the following detailed description

and appended drawings, wherein:

[0010| Figure 1 is a schematic view of a system and method of providing map data in

accordance with the present invention;

[0011] Figure 2 is an illustration of a Portable Navigation Device (PND) depicting a data

map as a raster graphics file in accordance with the present invention;

[0012] Figure 3 is a detailed illustration of a series of pixels representing a portion of the

raster graphics file illustrated in Figure 2;

[0013] Figure 4 is a detailed illustration of a single pixel data packet for one of the series of

pixels illustrated in Figure 3; and

[0014] Figure 5 is a detailed illustration of an alternate embodiment of the single pixel data

packet illustrated in Figure 4 .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0015] Referring to the Figures, wherein like numerals indicate like or corresponding parts

throughout the several views, this invention pertains to digital transportation network

navigation systems and to the digital maps, databases and devices used by navigation

systems. By "digital transportation network", it is meant to include digital mapping systems

for various established transportation networks, including various roadway surfaces for

motorized and non-motorized vehicles, walking, biking, skiing and hiking trails, and other

established routes along which users of navigations devices travel for business or pleasure.

For purposes of this invention, the term "roadway" is intended to be used in a most general

way and to be inclusive of all paved and unpaved roads, paths, trails and the like for use by

any type of vehicle or a pedestrian.

[0016] Referring now to Figure 1, which is a schematic representation of a system for

providing digital navigation information 10. The method utilized includes a geospatial map

data 12 pre-rendered into a plurality of raster graphics files 14. It is intended that in one

embodiment, the raster graphics files 14 will be graphical representations of roads, pathways,

and other landmarks. In other embodiments, it is contemplated that the raster graphic files

will be photographic images of such roads, pathways, or landmarks. An example of one of



the plurality of raster graphics files 14 is illustrated in Figure 2, the graphics file 14 displayed

on a portable navigation device 16. Although a dedicated portable navigation device 16 is

illustrated, it should be understood that the term portable navigation device 16 is intended to

encompass any device capable of displaying visual map data such as cell phones.

[0017] The present invention contemplates streaming a series of such plurality of raster

graphics files 14 to the portable navigation device 16 to provide maps and directions as

opposed to storing the entire geospatial map data 12 entirely on the portable navigation

device 16. This allows access to the geospatial map data 12 by a wide range of devices

without requiring portable storage. In at least one embodiment, the present invention

contemplates streaming the series of the plurality of raster graphics files 14 over the internet

18 . This may include wifi connections, wireless data plans, or other methods of transmission.

By transmitting the geospatial map data 12 as simple raster graphics files 14 the images can

be transmitted over wireless networks and allow for usage over a wide range of devices with

relatively low device processing.

[0018] Each of the plurality of raster graphics files 14 comprises a visual image generated

by a plurality of image pixels 20 (see Figures 3 and 4). The plurality of image pixels 20 are

preferably arranged in a matrix representing a final visual image. In order to generate a

visual image using the plurality of pixels 20, each pixel 22 is comprised of a pixel data packet

24 controlling the color of the pixel 22. Although a variety of pixel data packets 24 are

contemplated, one pixel data packet 24 is illustrated in Figure 4 as comprised of four data

channels 26. In this example, the channels 26 represent a red channel 28, a green channel 30,

a blue channel 32, and a transparency channel 34. In such an arrangement, the data value

stored in each packet represents the percentage of the appropriate color. As known in the art,

mixing various color values allows an individual pixel 22 to be any one of a variety of colors.

The transparency channel 34 is utilized to control the transparency vs. opaque quality of the

individual pixel 22. It should be understood that the term "data packet" is not intended to be

limiting past referring to pixel data. A variety of graphics file formats are contemplated,

including those which are compression algorithms that don't use "data packets" within a strict

definition.

[0019] Although transmission of raster graphics files 14 representing geospatial map data

1 to a portable navigation device 16 transmits a visual image, the known visual images fail

to include a wide variety of non-visual map data 36. This non-visual map data 36 may

comprise information controlling a specific device's display requirements 38. In another



example the non-visual map data 36 may include a road name 40. In another embodiment,

the non-visual map data 36 may be comprised of vector map data 42. In still another

embodiment, the non-visual map data 36 may include image element identification

information as to whether an individual pixel 22 represents a road 46, an intersection 47, the

sky 48, or landscape 50, for example. All of this non-visual map data 36 is important for use

over a range of devices, road name information, and turn-by-tura navigation directions. In

particular, this information can be utilized to snap the device 1 location to a road 46 for turn-

by-turn directions.

[0020] In the past, the only way to get the non-visual map data 36 to the portable

navigation device 16 was to transmit it independently or store it locally on the device. As

mentioned, local storage is not always an option and independent transmission often

encounters bandwidth and transmission speed issues. The present invention, therefore,

contemplates utilizing a processor 52 to embed the non-visual map data 36 into the raster

graphics files 14. This can be accomplished in a variety of fashions. In one embodiment, it

is contemplated that the non-visual map data 36 is embedded by way of varying pixel color

such as by shading. This would simply require altering a pixel 22 data channels 28,30,32,34

in a predictable fashion such that it would not significantly alter the visual image but could be

decoded by a decoding engine 54 located on the portable navigation device 16 to parse the

pixel data packet 26 information from the raster graphics image 4 to extract the non-visual

map data 36. In another embodiment, an additional channel or a non-used channel such as

the transparency channel 34 could be utilized to send the non-visual map data 36. Finally, it

is contemplated that a channel such as the transparency channel 34 could contain a flag value

56 such that the individual pixel 22 is associated with an visual element such as a road 46.

[0021] The present invention operates by way of proving the geospatial map data 12 to a

portable navigation device 6 by way of pre-rendering the geospatial map data 12 into a

plurality of raster graphics files 14 (100). The present invention embeds non-visual map data

36 into the plurality of raster graphics files 14 ( 1 10) prior to transmitting the raster graphics

files 14 to the portable navigation device 16 (120). A decoding engine 54 located on the

portable navigation device 16 is then utilized to separate the non-visual map data 1 from the

raster graphics files 14 such that the image and the non-visual map data 1 may be utilized on

the portable navigation device 16 (130). The non-visual map data 36 may be used to alter the

raster graphics files/alter device operation 14 to generate a custom image file/custom

command 60 for use on the portable navigation device (140). This could compare vehicle



speed to embedded speed limits, for example, to alert a driver if the driver is speeding. In at

least one embodiment, the non-visual map data 36 may be parsed from the raster graphics file

utilizing graphics acceleration hardware 62.

[0022 The foregoing invention has been described in accordance with the relevant legal

standards, thus the description is exemplary rather than limiting in nature. Variations and

modifications to the disclosed embodiment may become apparent to those skilled in the art

and fall within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the scope of legal protection

afforded this invention can only be determined by studying the following claims.



What is claimed is:

1 . A method for providing digital geospatial information (10) comprising the

steps of:

providing geospatial map data (12) pre-rendered into a plurality of raster graphic files

(14), each of said raster graphic files (14) comprising a plurality of image pixels (20) each

comprised of a pixel data packet (24);

embedding non-visual map data (36) into at least one of said raster graphic files (14)

by altering said pixel data packet (24) information within said plurality of image pixels (20);

wherein said non-visual map data (36) is delivered to a portable navigation device

(16) simultaneously with said raster graphic files (14).

2 . A method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said embedding non-visual map data

(36) comprises varying color data within said pixel data packet (24).

3. A method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said embedding non-visual map data

(36) comprises including an additional data channel within said pixel data packet (24).

4 . A method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said non-visual map data (36)

comprises customized map display information (38).

5 . A method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said non-visual map data (36)

comprises image element identification information (44).



6 . A method as set forth in claim 5, wherein said image element identification

information (44) comprises a flag value indicating a particular pixel (22) represents part of a

road segment (46).

7 . A method as set forth in claim 5, wherein said image element identification

information (44) comprises an indication that a particular pixel (22) represents an intersection

(47).

8 . A method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said additional map information (36)

comprises information necessary to snap a device location to a road (46) for turn-by-turn

directions.

9 . A method as set forth in claim , further comprising:

parsing said pixel data packet (24) from said plurality of image pixels (20); and

modifying one of said raster graphic files (14) using said pixel data packet (24)

information to generate a custom image file (60).

10. A method as set forth in claim 1 further comprising:

parsing said pixel data packet (24) from said plurality of image pixels (20); and

utilizing said pixel data packet (24) information for turn-by-turn directions.

11. A method as set forth in claim 10 wherein said pixel data packet (24) is parsed

using graphics acceleration hardware (62).



12. A system for streaming digital geospatial information (10) over an internet

(18) connection comprising:

geospatial map data (12) rendered into a plurality of raster graphic files (14), each of

said raster graphic files (14) comprising a plurality of image pixels (20) each having pixel

data packet (24);

non-visual map data (36);

a processor (52) configured to embed said non-visual map data (36) into at least one

of said raster graphic files (14) by altering said pixel data packet (24) information within said

plurality of image pixels (20), said processor (52) configured to stream said plurality of raster

graphics files (14) to an end user; and

a decoding engine (54) configured to modify said plurality of raster graphics files (14)

using said non-visual map data (36).

13. A system as described in claim 12, wherein said non-visual map data (36)

comprises device (16) display information.

14. A system as described in claim 12, wherein said non-visual map data (36)

comprises information required for turn-by-turn directions.

15. A system as described in claim 12, wherein said non-visual map data (36) is

embedded in said raster graphics files (14) by way of varying color data within said pixel data

packets (24).



16. A system as described in claim 12, wherein said non-visual map data (36) is

embedded in said raster graphics files (14) by way of including an additional data channel

within said pixel data packet (24).
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